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Introduction 
Mechanical surface treatments are known to improve wear and fatigue resistance of metallic 

materials. In the case of conventional impact treatments (shot-peening [1]-[2], SMAT [3]), the 
surface is exposed to repeated mechanical loadings, producing near-surface severe plastic 

deformation (SPD). It leads to a local progressive refinement of the microstructure [2]-[3], 

commonly known as tribologically transformed structure (TTS) [4], and thus to a graded in-depth 

strengthening. Micro-percussion testing [5]-[6] appears to be an interesting model case scenario to 
emulate these conventional treatments and go further on micro-structural and mechanical 
characterization. For this technique, every impact is made at the same position by a rigid conical 
indenter, controlling the number, angle and velocity of each impact.  
The aim of this paper is to describe and compare the mechanical and micro-structural gradients 
resulting of these two treatments. More precisely, three main goals are considered: (i) characterize 
the transformed surfaces; (ii) quantify the mechanical gradient in-depth by the means of local 

micro-mechanical testing (micro-pillar compression [7]-[8]); and (iii) compare both impact 
treatment effects evaluating the possibility to emulate industrial techniques with micro-percussion. 
This investigation is carried out using a pure α-iron. 
 
Process and Methods: Shot-peening ant Micro-percussion tests in pure α-iron samples 
Material: The mechanical surface treatments (shot-peening and micro-percussion) are done in a 
high-purity α-iron with less than 15 ppm of carbon. This material is produced by the cold crucible 
melting method. The resulting metallic bars are thermo-mechanically treated by forging and 
annealing at temperatures between 650 ºC and 800 ºC during 60 minutes. This technique leads to a 
homogeneous microstructure with average grain sizes of 250 μm and 1 mm for the shot-peening 
and the micro-percussion samples, respectively. Let us pay attention that no inclusions have been 
observed in this model material.  
Shot-Peening: this mechanical surface treatment had been carried out in collaboration with Winoa 

group (France) using one of their main industrial procedures: nano-peening® [9]-[11]. The 
principle of this technique is to project repeatedly hard steel balls (0.1 mm to 2 mm diameter) 

towards the sample surface (Figure 1-a) [1]-[2]. The impact tilt could vary from 10º to 45º and the 
projection speeds could take high values in the order of 50 m/s to 100 m/s. In this case, a surface 
coverage of 5000 % had been used. The severe plastic deformation (SPD) induced by this treatment 
leads to a micro-structural transformation (grain refinement) and to a local strengthening in the 
near-surface. 
Micro-percussion tests: the principle is to carry out several impacts at the same position using a rigid 
conical punch made of carbide tungsten (Figure 1-b) [5]-[6]. The indenter tip has a spherical shape 
with a radius of 0.5 mm and an angle of 60º. The SPD leads to a remaining imprint of mm size. The 
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impact set-up allows controlling impacts number and speed [12]. On the contrary, the impact angle 
is introduced directly on the sample geometry with a tilted surface. In preliminary experiments 
[13], several tests had been done taking into account different impact conditions: (i) angles varying 
from 0º to 30º, (ii) number of impacts between 10 and 10000 and (iii) velocities between 80 mm/s 
and 200 mm/s [12]. A parameter sensitivity analysis had pointed out that the remaining print, as 
well as the transformed micro-structure, grows progressively with the number of impacts (Figure 1-
b). In this work, the print obtained at 15º, 10000 impacts and a velocity of 150 mm/s had been 
chosen to analyse the micro-structural transformation and the local strengthening. Surface 
characterizations and micro-mechanical testing results are compared with those measured in 
samples treated by the means of shot-peening.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic representations of (a) the shot-peening treatment and (b) the micro-percussion testing. 
 
Micro-structural characterization 
The characterizations of the resulting surfaces were done using scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) mapping. Both techniques were carried out on 
samples cross-section to observe the near-surface micro-structural evolution. For both techniques, 
samples were cutted-off with a metallic wire saw and then mechanically polished up to the middle 
plane. The surfaces were polished with different abrasive papers (P240 to P1200), two diamond 
suspensions (3 μm and 1 μm) and finished with colloidal silica. The SEM images were done in a 
Zeiss Supra 55 VP at 20 kV using a back-scattered detector (BSE). The EBSD maps were carried out 
in a Tescan Lyra3/XMU (FEG/FIB) using an indexation step of 120 nm and 300 nm for the shot-
peening and the micro-percussion samples, respectively. 
Cross-section global view: the SEM images (Figure 2) show a global characterization of the cross 
section of the shot-peening and the micro-percussion surfaces. In the case of shot-peening (Figure 
2-a), three main regions are observed. The first zone corresponds to the TTS, formed by refined sub-
micrometric grains (>1 μm) in the near surface [4]. The thickness of this region varies 
approximately from 30 μm to 80 μm. This layer is followed below by a transition zone, where no 
new refined grains are formed in spite of the induced SPD [14]. Indeed, the TTS layer and the 
transition zone make up the mechanically affected zone (MAZ) [15], formed by the impact-based 
treatment. The virgin bulk material without transformation is observed beyond this MAZ.    
Concerning the micro-percussion sample, the MAZ seems to be at least twice the plastically 
deformed region obtained by shot-peening. Indeed, the width of the TTS layer is in the order of 100 
μm. This region is formed by refined sub-micrometric grains as well as the shot-peening sample. 
Beyond the TTS layer, two more regions are stood out in the MAZ: (i) the transition zone and (ii) the 
“low angle boundaries” (LAB’s) region [16]. On the one hand, the transition zone corresponds to the 
joint between a poly-crystal region (TTS zone) and a single-crystal local microstructure 
(considering the large grain sizes of the bulk: ~1 mm). On the other hand, the LAB’s layer 
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corresponds to a single crystal region where slight crystal misorientations emerge into the material 

as a consequence of the impact-based SPD [16]-[17]. The difference between these two layers is 
nearly unrecognizable in the shot-peening sample because of the smaller width of the MAZ. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Global view of the cross-section (SEM images) of the resulting (a) shot-peening surface and (b) the 
micro-percussion imprint. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. EBSD mapping on the cross-section of the transformed surfaces by the means of (a) Shot-peening 
and (b) Micro-percussion testing. 

 
Local micro-structural characterization: the EBSD mapping permits as well to describe the micro-
structural gradient in-depth produced by the SPD. The cross-section regions previously identified 
are locally disclosed in the EBSD maps of Figure 3. From both techniques, the TTS layers are 
qualitatively similar in morphology, texture and grain sizes. More precisely, for the shot-peening 
sample, the grain sizes increases from 0.75 μm to 6 μm at the border of the TTS region, i.e. at 60 μm 
from the near-surface. By contrast, the grain size gradient for the micro-percussion sample varies 
from 1 μm in the near-surface up to 4 μm at 100 μm in-depth. These statistics reveal that the grain 
refinement is in the same order for both TTS regions in spite of the micro-percussion impacts can 
produce wider layers. Concerning the transition zone, significant crystal misorientations are 
pointed out although grain boundaries are not well-defined anymore [14]. Furthermore, the single 
crystal zone presents low angle boundaries (LAB’s) as described before. As schematically presented 
in Figure 3-b, the mechanical gradient associated to the micro-structural transformation is 
measured throughout all these zones by micro-pillar compression testing. 
 
Mechanical gradient measured by micro-pillar compression testing 
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Fabrication: micro-pillar compression testing leads to measure the true stress-strain behaviour at 
very local positions and accurately assess the mechanical gradient in-depth [18]. As shown in Figure 
4-a, the pillars were carried out on the cross-section of the samples. Micro-pillars were milled by the 

means of gallium source focused ion beam (FIB) [7],[8],[18]. Two microscopes were used for that 
purpose: (i) the Zeiss NVision40 for the shot-peening sample and (ii) the FEI Helios NanoLAB 600i 
Dual Beam for the micro-percussion sample. The milling rates of the gallium beam were used 
between ca. 0.28 μm²/nA/s and ca. 0.12 μm²/nA/s at 30 kV, depending on the crystal orientations 
and the micro-structural features. Indeed, the poly-crystal layers are heterogeneously milled 
because of the various crystal orientations and different mechanical properties (Figure 4-b). In 
contrast, the milling process in single-crystal regions is quite homogeneous (Figure 4-f). The general 
machining process includes 3 rough milling phases with currents decreasing from 27 nA to 800 pA. 
The final polishing step takes currents from 700 pA to 280 pA. This strategy permits to obtain clean 
and homogeneous pillar surfaces. 

 
 

Figure 4. (a) 2 Micro-pillars on the cross section of the sample treated by shot-peening. 3 Tests on the micro-
percussion sample throughout different layers: (b, c) TTS, (d, e) transition and (f, g) single-crystal. 

 
For the shot-peening sample, two pillars were produced in the TTS and the bulk material regions 
(Figure 4-a). The TTS pillar is located at 15 μm depth, and is in a poly-crystalline region of ca. 800 
nm average grain size. The bulk pillar is produced at 300 μm depth, i.e. on a single crystal region 
with an orientation of 〈225〉 with respect to the load direction. The geometrical aspects ratios are of 
2.6 for the TTS pillar (9.3 μm diameter and 24 μm height) and 1.9 for the bulk material pillar (5.4 
μm diameter and 10.4 μm height). These pillars have a tapered angle of 2.5º and 4.5º for the TTS 
and bulk regions, respectively. Concerning the micro-percussion sample, three pillars have been 
done (Figure 4-b,d,f) along the three regions previously identified in Figure 3-b: the TTS (at 20 μm 
depth), the transition zone (at 140 μm depth) and the single-crystal region (at 280 μm depth). These 
pillars were done considering a geometrical ratio of 2 (ca. 4 μm diameter and ca. 8 μm height). 
Moreover, pillars have a conical shape with an average tapered angle of 4.3º. Note that the single-
crystal pillar was done on the crystal orientation 〈843̅〉 with regards to the loading direction. 
Compression testing and results: all in situ compression tests (within a SEM) were carried out using 
an Alemnis nano-indentation set-up [19]. Micro-compressions had been done with a load-unload 
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rate of 0.03 μm/s using flat punches of 15 μm and 10 μm diameter according to the pillar 
dimensions. As shown in Figure 4, the pillar deformation is completely different according to the 

micro-structural nature. For the TTS pillar (Figure 4-c), deformation is entirely homogeneous as 

expected. On the opposite, the bulk pillar (Figure 4-g) deforms in well-defined glide planes (white 
arrows) following the activated preferential slip systems [20]. Concerning the transition pillar 

(Figure 4-e), it tends to deform in a middle way between the last two extreme cases. Pillars 
deformation is likely uniform although some slip planes are clearly visible. 
The true stress-strain curves are presented in Figure 5-a. These curves  have been plotted 

accounting of punch and frame [8],[19]. Dashed-lines correspond to the shot-peening sample, while 
continuous lines correspond to the micro-percussion sample. The mechanical gradient evolves 
throughout the different micro-structural regions: the TTS (red lines), the transition zone (magenta 
line) and the single-crystal material (blue lines). 
 

 
 

Figure 5. (a) True stress-strain curves from the micro-pillar compression tests. (b) Stress at 8 % of strain in 
function of the depth from the near-surface. 

 
Similarly to macroscopic compression test, micro-compression cannot allow a precise measurement 
of the elastic modulus and the yield strength of metallic materials. For this reason, it has been 
chosen to use the yield stress at 8 % of strain (𝜎0.08) to compare the mechanical gradients in both 
samples [21]. The 𝜎0.08 stresses are plotted versus the distance to the near-surface throughout the 
different layers (semi-log plot in Figure 5-b). The experimental data follows a power law 
(𝜎0.08 ≈ −180 ln(𝑧) + 1270, with z the distance to the surface). For both kinds of surfaces, the TTS 
pillars have an average yield stress of 770 MPa. The pillar in the transition zone exhibits a yield 
strength of ca. 375 MPa whereas pillars in the single-crystal region have a mean strength of ca. 270 
MPa. The discrepancy on the TTS local properties should be related to a microstructural effect, 
despite mean grain sizes are nearly similar. In the case of single crystal pillars, the discrepancy 
could be associated to the different crystal orientations with respect to the load sense.   
 
Conclusions 
In this work, an innovating approach based on the combination of mechanical and micro-structural 
characterisation techniques were used to contrast two different impact treatments. This analysis 
pointed out that the micro-percussion test could be an interesting method to emulate the 
mechanical and micro-structural gradients induced by the means of conventional industrial 

techniques (as shot-peening) [1]-[3]. Grain refinement from both techniques produced TTS layers 
with similar average grain sizes, morphologies and textures. However, it had been shown that the 
micro-percussion process could lead to larger mechanically affected zones (MAZ) and slightly 
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thicker TTS layers. Some previous works had revealed that this phenomenon could be probably 
related to the impact conditions : impact angles, number of impacts, impact energy [13]. Indeed, the 
tilted impacts could favour some micro-structural transformation mechanisms (dislocation mobility 
[17], micro-shear bands [22], ...) in materials with high stacking fault energy (as pure α-iron). In 
reference to the mechanical characterization, the mechanical gradients (𝜎0.08 ) decrease 
progressively from the near-surface to the bulk material. Note that both mechanical gradients are 
nearly comparable and are in agreement with the mechanical gradient identified by nano-
indentation testing in a previous work [11]. Comparing the Berkovich hardness (H) to its 
representative strength (𝜎0.08), the relations are nearly close to the Tabor’s expression: 𝐻/𝜎0.08 ≈ 3 
[21]. Moreover, the mechanical discrepancies observed for the TTS pillars and the single-crystal 
pillars might be related to its micro-structural nature. To conclude, future works would aim a 
quantitative match between the mechanical and microstructural gradients in order to reveal the 
influence of different strengthening mechanisms (the Hall-Petch effect [11], the work hardening 

[23]-[24], ...). This analysis might elucidate why the mechanical gradients are quite similar in-depth, 
even though the micro-percussion technique could produce thicker affected zones. 
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